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www.peopleofthesea.info
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“Kelly’s were deeper, better for sailin’. They had a fi ne sharp bow, good shoulders, good bearins below. 
Kelly built an abler boat than Hopkins.”

Loughie McQuilkin 

“I loved to hear the sails fl apping. The skiffs came charging in from the open sea, fl ying up to the mooring. 
The sprit came out of  the snotter at the bottom, the foot of  the sprit was shot over the side, slid through 
your hand until you came within a foot of  the top and then you held it...”

Jim McFarlane

“East the Beast, sleeps all summer and awakens with fury in the winter.”
Harny, local surfer
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InTroduCTIon

Portrush, its community and its heritage, are intrinsically linked with the sea. Whether craft-
ing vessels to face its fury, fishing its depths, saving lives from its reaches or riding its crests, 
the people of  Portrush face the sea. 

Three generations ago, Portrush’s East Strand provided the base for one of  the finest boat 
builders of  the Northern Atlantic seaboard: James Kelly. His exceptional skill, combined 
with an excellent understanding of  the sea and wind, created boats that served the exact 
needs of  the courageous boatmen of  the Northern seas. The same wind and wave condi-
tions have now turned East Strand into one of  Ireland’s prime surfing locations, answering 
the needs of  a new and different generation of  ‘people of  the sea’. 

The sculpture marks the achievements of  the people of  the sea, most of  all of  James Kelly. 
It takes its inspiration from both sails and the sea alike: a Drontheim’s passage rig becomes 
a metaphor for the curving surface of  the sea; the flapping sails of  a jibing yawl metamorph 
into crests of  breaking hollow waves as the bellowing canvas is turned into sheets of  glisten-
ing bronze.

ConTexT

Located almost half-way between Malin Head and Fair Head, the town of  Portrush estab-
lished itself  as a central fishing and trading harbour in the middle of  the 19th century. This 
provided the economic base for the development of  a regional boat building industry along-
side those at Moville and Greencastle. Local boat building enterprises became known for 
their fine clipper-bowed trawlers of  the late 19th century, resembling sophisticated yachts 
rather than the working boats they are. The most iconic boat built in the area, however, 
remained the Drontheim. Its distinct double-ended clinker hull with the unique sandstroke 
made it a safe and well-performing seaboat. Its manœuvrability and seaworthiness made it 
the choice of  boat for generations of  fishermen along the Northern seaboard of  Ireland. 
Developed from Norwegian style double-ended boats which were introduced in the late 
1700s, the art of  Drontheim building in Portrush peaked and came to a close with the work 
of  James Kelly. Until the second world war, his yard was based at East Strand, in fact very 
close to the proposed site of   in very close proximity to the sculpture. Kelly’s boats were the 
choice of  fishermen as far away as the Hebrides where it was known as an Sgoth Eireannach - 
the Irish Skiff. 

While all traces of  both James Kelly’s and James Hopkin’s yards have disappeared, the 
Drontheim’s distinct red spritsails can now be seen again as a result of  the recent revival 
in traditional boat culture. Portrush has been at the heart of  this with active community 
groups including the Causeway Coast Maritime Heritage Group and the Causeway Coast 
Kayak Association which have both commissioned and promoted the use of  wooden 
Drontheims and GRP replicas as modern day leisure craft.

The challenging waves and exciting surf  at East Strand has brought a whole new industry 
to Portrush with a generation of  surfers and body-boarders claiming the sea for themselves. 
In the winter season, northerly winds in combination with the shallow sandy bay and great 
Atlantic swells create a fast succession of  hollow beach breakers of  up to 10ft height.  As 
courageous as the working boatmen in their tackling of  the elements and confirming Por-
trush’s emotional link with the sea.
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arTISTIC ConCePT

The concept for this sculpture commission is based on the rich maritime culture described 
above and the boat building history of  the East Strand site, taking into consideration the 
technical and specific constraints of  the chosen site. It celebrates not only one of  Ireland’s 
famous boat builders but also the elements that have determined the daily life of  genera-
tions of  the local community: local boats and the sea. The context for the work is the iconic 
Drontheim which serves as both a real and metaphorical vessel for sea-related imagery.

VISual aPPearanCe

A ¾-size suit of  Drontheim sails (passage rig consisting of  two main sails and a jib) is set on 
stainless steel supports 4in (100mm) above the ground. The billowing sails metamorph into 
a succession of  breaking hollow waves which become an integral part of  the front surface 
of  the sails. Silicon moulds will be taken from some of  Kelly’s original tools (drawknife and 
spoke shave) and reproduced in bronze. These casts are integrated into the sculpture. As 
an option, James Kelly’s letterhead with some of  his writing will be enlarged and etched 
into the reverse bronze surface (photo-intaglio). The base will have lettering near the edge, 
describing the gunwale of  the boat. Quotes from fishermen, lifeboatmen and surfers alike 
will be etched into the reverse along with other texts. The 1:10 scale model is an impression 
of  the work less this verso detail and text (see images instead) and is using the same sheet 
bronze at half  the thickness of  the final work. Please note that the aft sail will be overlapped 
by the main sail in the final work and the curvature in the base will be more pronounced to 
give added structural support.

TeChnICal SPeCIfICaTIonS

The three separate sail structures will be fabricated from two layers of  14 gauge (2mm) 
sheet bronze with internal spacers. This will create a sturdier, more voluminous and more 
sculptural structure than a single sheet. The larger sails measure 12ft x 12ft x 3ft wide 
(4.00m x 4.00m x 1.00m). Overall dimensions of  the bronze sculpture are approximately 
12ft high x 18ft long x 5ft wide (4.00m x 6.00m x 1.50m wide). Total weight 1,200kg. 
Weight of  main sail structure is 450kg each, smaller jib structure 300kg. Size of  optional 
intaglio etching c. 30in x 40in (75cm x 100cm). Foundation, supports, gaps and the shape 
of  the work are designed to cope with the high dynamic wind loads at this exposed site.

MaTerIalS

Sheet bronze and sheet metal in general has great cultural significance for the region, evi-
dent in many of  the Late Bronze Age, Iron Age and Mediæval archæology finds in the area 
such as the Bann Disk or the Broighter Boat. The choice of  bronze is also associated with 
maritime fittings and the copper and bronze sheeting of  yacht hulls. A strong visual contrast 
is achieved by combining a deep green/ocean-blue patina with the gold-leaf  gilded relief  
elements of  the wave crests. Sheet bronze (gilding metal) has proven durability in the harsh 
and corrosive conditions of  costal and maritime environments. The wave crests and sail 
heads will be polished and sealed to permanently retain its lustre in the harsh environment. 
The internal structure and the supports are fabricated from 316L grade stainless steel, the 
baseplates and gussets are 8mm and 4mm Cor-ten steel. Recycled resources together with 
regenerative and carbon-neutral fuels and materials will be used where appropriate and 
possible in all the processes at my own studio. An environmental impact study (EIS) will be 
provided as part of  the end-of-project report.
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foundaTIonS and BaSe

Assuming reasonable load bearing capacity of  the ground (sand), a reinforced concrete slab 
foundation of  21ft x 8ft x 24in (7.00m x 3.00m x 0.60m deep; 2,300kg/m3 with 12mm 
galvanized re-bar cage) provides safe grounding for the sculpture’s base plates. All fixings 
will be A4 grade stainless steel in combination with safety shear-nuts where exposed. A 
structural engineer’s report by Donal Lynch of  Horgan Lynch Ltd., Cork will be provided 
as requested. A white, polished Drontheim-shaped (6.00m x 1.50m) concrete surface layer 
(terrazzo) of  120mm is poured onto the foundation after installation of  the bronze. Text in 
2in high bronze lettering and/or a commemorative plaque is laid into this layer which will 
be sanded and polished flush with the surface. 

loCaTIon
 
Although East Strand is not in direct proximity to the busy centre of  Portrush, it provides 
a spectacular vista for the surrounding buildings of  the Eastern part of  the town and for 
the main tourism access route to the centre from the Causeway. Overlooking the Skerries, 
the chosen setting for the sculpture is more rural and maritime than urban in character. 
Its proximity to the sea provides an ideal context for the nautical/maritime subject matter. 
Scale, texture and imagery of  the work invites the local community, visitors and beach users 
to engage directly with the work. Its subject matter is inspiring and accessible to all sections 
of  the community, regardless of  age, religious, educational or social background.

PuBlIC healTh and SafeTy 

Bronze presents no direct health hazards or any risk to aquatic life. The work is proposed to 
be level with the ground and can not be easily climbed. Any protrusions will have smooth 
edges (min. 3mm radius) and corners (min. 6mm radius). Bases and foundations are suf-
ficiently dimensioned to withstand high wind loads. Risk Assessments, Method Statements 
and a Environmental Impact Study will be provided as required. 

MaInTenanCe and VandalISM

The chosen materials are proven in both urban and in harsh maritime environments and 
are reasonably resistant to vandalism and damage. The work itself  will require no other 
maintenance beyond occasional cleaning with water and regular checking of  the electrical 
installations. Graffiti on bronze can be removed with appropriate cleaning products. The 
work is reasonably resistant to impact and external force. A design life in excess of  a hun-
dred years can be expected of  the work. All luminaires are fitted with long-life bulbs.

lIghTIng

As any sculpture work gains from a degree of  up-lighting, heavy-duty Bega luminaires are 
the recommended choice to illuminate both sides of  the work, installed in or close to the 
concrete base. The Road Services and the MCGA will be consulted regarding any poten-
tial risk to navigation and road users. Specification: 3-4x Bega 8702 drive-over in ground 
floodlight luminaries or similar with 35W power consumption each (total consumption of  
140W), compliant with Safety Class III and IP67. 
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delIVery MeThodology

Work Plan

1. In addition to literary and archive research, a two-days R&D period will be spend on 
location, offering sufficient opportunity to meet with community representatives, research-
ers and authorities. A site visit will clarify any additional requirements and considerations 
for fabricating the work. An additional day is spent to collect reference material for the 
imagery. (Research and consultation: 3 days)

2. Three days will be spent refining the design and circulating the exact imagery and con-
struction drawings to all parties involved via post, email and website. There is still room for 
minor changes and development at this stage. Consultation of  NIEA, MCGA, Planning 
Service and other relevant authorities. A lighting engineer and a structural engineer will be 
involved at this stage to advise on foundations and structural requirements. Acquisition of  
materials and contracts to fabricators and companies. Set-up of  basic public website and 
project management plan. Community workshops with local schools (2days). (Design devel-
opment and workshops: 6 days)

3. Fabrication in collaboration with James Walshe and the workshop of  Apex Engineering, 
Coalisland: Patterns and the internal structure for the sheet metal work will be fabricated 
in stainless steel. The sheet bronze will be cut, worked on sand cushions and pitch beds 
in repoussé (see images p.13) and TIG-welded onto the internal structure. Optional: two 
panels will be etched with imagery in Belfast and will then be welded into the sculpture. 
After cleaning, a patina will be applied and the work will then be polished in parts, gilded 
and waxed. Workshop visits in Coalisland, Co. Tyrone are welcome at this stage. (Patterns: 
5 days, structure: 5 days, fabrication 30 days)

4. Four weeks in advance of  installation, Uniqrete Ltd. will prepare foundations and will li-
aise with the electrician re installation requirements. Method statement and risk assessment 
for the installation will be provided during this period. (Foundations: 3 days)

5. Installation will take place over a two-day period allowing for time on site, touching-up, 
cleaning and finishing of  surface. Sub-contractor to lay topsoil and turf  sods (Variant 1) or 
lay white concrete top layer and polish/seal the base (Variant 2). (Installation: 2 days)

6. Shortly after the installation, photographic documentation and an end-of-project report 
will be provided. A specific project website will be updated with images and information 
throughout the process. The site is publicly accessible and the local community as well as 
the client will be able follow the progress of  the project via the website. The website will be 
updated and will remain live after completion of  the project.

delIVery SChedule

Community consultation    2 days  Dec. 2010
Design development    2 days  Dec. 2010
Liaison with NIEA, MCGA, Planning Service   Dec. 2010
School workshops    2 days  Jan. 2010
Making timber jigs and templates   3 days  Jan. 2010  
Fabrication of  steel structure   5 days  Feb. 2011
Fabrication of  bronze, metal work and finishing 20 days  Jan. - Feb. 2011
Site preparation and foundation   2 days  Jan. 2011
Installation, documentation and report  2 days  17 Feb. 2011
Total available work period   10 weeks/50 days
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CoMMunITy engageMenT 
Community engagement is an important and integral part of  creating work in the public 
domain, enhancing the concept of  the work and pride of  place as well as creating a sense 
of  ownership of  the work by the community. 

ConSulTaTIon and lIaISon
The general public, local community groups and representatives will have the opportunity 
to discuss the work, suggest ideas and contribute ideas to the work at the research and 
development stage of  the commission. This can either be either via a public exhibition of  
a model or presentation boards or in form of  a presentation at an information evening. 
Meetings with community members identified by the client and research sessions with 
members of  local historical societies and national history institutions (UCD, MAGNI) 
are also envisaged. Local authorities and agencies will also be consulted at this early stage 
including The Planning Service, NIEA, Portrush Harbour Master and MCA. 

reSearCh and deVeloPMenT
Relevant local community groups, specialist researchers and individuals will be consulted in 
developing the text and final image content of  the work. These will include:
Robin Ruddock (boats and local waters knowledge)
Frank Mongan and Ivor Neill, Causeway Coast Maritime Heritage Group (Drontheims)
Críostóir Mac Cárthaigh, Delargy Centre of  Irish Folklore, UCD (boats and folklore)
The Glens of  Antrim and Coleraine Historical Societies (historical data)
Hugh McGrattan, historian and Harry Madill, Portadown, maritime writer and historian

CoMMunITy InforMaTIon
As with other public commission projects I have undertaken, I will create a basic four page 
website that will accompany the making process and will inform the public about the crea-
tive process, technical aspects, progress and concepts behind the work (www.eaststrand.
info and www.peopleofthesea.info). I will also design and produce a small three-fold leaflet 
to interpret the work as an add-on service if  the contingency budget is not required. It will 
include information about the context of  the sculpture and will contain images of  the work 
and archive photos. 

eduCaTIonal WorkShoPS
Four short sculpture workshops are offered as part of  this proposal. Participating primary 
school children will create small Origami boats from metal foiled paper. These two hours 
long school workshop will have the following format:

1. The workshop will start with a 30 minutes long interactive introduction into the subject 
by the professional storyteller Steve Lally (Armagh Rhymers), introducing local maritime 
myths and the area’s maritime heritage. Collective making a mind map/chart of  the area.
2. The children will be shown the folding of  Origami boats and each child will make three 
to four boats over the period of  40 minutes
3. The group will then assemble the individual pieces onto the mind map/chart, creating 
a ‘fleet of  boats’ wall-piece for the school (40 minutes)
4. A short story or local song by the storyteller will conclude the workshop (10 minutes).

The workshop theme reflects the subject matter of  the sculpture and introduces materials 
with qualities similar to the sculpture, giving the pupils insight into artistic design and mak-
ing processes. It will also make a cultural connection to prehistoric boat models in metal, 
such as the 1st century Broighter Boat found in the area. In addition to the workshops, I 
also offer a one-day public Bronze Age casting demonstration in conjunction with a local 
festival that would bring the ancient material of  bronze alive.
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MaIn ConTraCTorS

I have established working relationships with the chosen fabricators all of  which have pro-
duced work to highest standards and have delivered on or before the set deadlines:
- Apex Engineering, Coalisland Tyrone (James Walshe). Specialist steel and metal fabricator. 
I would work directly with James Walshe on the fabrication on this sheet bronze work.
- Uniqrete Ltd., Mountrath (Vincent Fitzpatrick). Specialist in sculptural and free-formed 
concrete work and unusual architectural projects. Foundation and surface treatment.

QualITy ConTrol MeChanISMS 

I will directly work with the main contractor on the sheet metal work which will ensure 
ongoing quality assessment at all production stages. A thorough visual inspection of  all 
welds and fixing points will be undertaken at the end of  the fabrication period and after 
installation. Working closely to the construction drawings certified by the structural engineer 
ensures structural integrity of  the work. I will personally inspect all delivered material and 
services delivered by sub-contractors.

PoTenTIal rISkS ManageMenT

Risk: Due to the very tight time schedule for a commission of  this scale, there is a risk of  the 
project running over schedule due to unexpected circumstances (risk rating: high). Manage-
ment of  risk: More technical and human resources than usual have been allocated to the 
fabrication of  the work and I will be personally involved in this process. The fabricator is 
aware of  the time constraint and has allowed additional resources. Interim deadlines for 
the delivery of  specific project elements will enable management of  any occuring risk as the 
project progresses whilst project management through use of  a Gantt chart will provide ad-
ditional control mechanisms.

Risk: Project running over budget (risk rating: low). 
Management of  risk: Quotes have been sought for all major budget items and are guaran-
teed for 90 days. A contingency of  2.5% is factored into the total cost.

Risk: Delays in required approvals by Planning Service and other Authorities leading to 
delay of  final installation of  the work (risk rating: medium). 
Management of  risk: I will provide all necessary documentation and drawings within the 
timeframe required to allow processing of  applications.

referenCed MaTerIal

The proposal was informed by advice and research from:
Loughie McQuilkin, own recording 2006, Kilnagrock, Rathlin Island
Robin Ruddock, from discussions in 2009/2010
Críostóir Mac Cárthaigh, Delargy Centre of  Irish Folklore, UCD
Mac O’Neill, Portrush, from a discussion in 2006
Dónal MacPolin from a discussion in 2007
Críostóir Mac Cárthaigh (ed.); Traditional Boats of  Ireland, 2008
Dónal MacPolin; The Drontheim - Forgotten Sailing Boat of  the North Irish Coast; 1999
Harry Madill; essays on the fishing industry on the North coast
Contemporary Drontheim images courtesy of  Robin Ruddock (© Robin Ruddock, 2008) 
who also kindly offered Kelly’s letterhead and tools for reproduction. All other images, 
drawings and montages © submitting artist, 2010.
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